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Abstract
Necessary and sufﬁcient conditions are given to embed a kite system of order n into a kite system of order m.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a set of graphs. A G-design of order n is a pair (X,B) where B is a collection of subgraphs (blocks), each
isomorphic to a graph of G, which partitions the edge set of the complete undirected graph Kn with vertex set X. If we
drop the quantiﬁcation “partitions” we have the deﬁnition of partial G-design. When G contains a single graph G, the
(partial) G-design is a (partial) G-design.
Let G be a graph. The G-design (X1, B1) is said to be embedded in the G-design (X2, B2) provided X1 ⊆ X2
and B1 ⊆ B2 (we also say that (X1, B1) is a subdesign (or subsystem) of (X2, B2) or (X2, B2) contains (X1, B1)
as a subdesign). Let N(G) denote the set of integers n such that there exists a G-design of order n. A natural ques-
tion to ask is: given n,m ∈ N(G), with m>n, and a G-design (X,B) of order n, does there exist a G-design
of order m containing (X,B) as a subdesign? Doyen and Wilson were the ﬁrst to pose this problem for G = K3
(Steiner triple systems) and in 1973 they showed that given n,m ∈ N(K3) = {v ≡ 1, 3 (mod 6)}, then any Steiner
triple system of order n can be embedded in a Steiner triple system of order m if and only if m2n + 1 or m = n
(see [6]). Over the years, any such problem has come to be called a “Doyen–Wilson problem” and any solution a
“Doyen–Wilson type theorem”. The work along these lines is extensive [7,8,2] and the interested reader is referred to
[3] for a history of this problem. For the progresses towards the Doyen–Wilson-type problem the reader is referred
to [5,4].
The aim of this paper is the complete solution of the Doyen–Wilson problem for kite systems.
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2. Preliminaries and basic lemmas
A kite is a triangle with a tail consisting of a single edge. A kite system of order n (brieﬂy, KS(n)) is a G-design,
where the graph G is a kite. It is well known that the spectrum for kite systems is the set of all n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 8) and if
(X,B) is a KS(n), then |B| = n(n − 1)/8 (see [1]). In what follows we will denote the kite
by (a, b, c)-d or (b, a, c)-d . Let (Zu, B) be a partial kite system. For any kite k = (a, b, c)-d ∈ B and any x ∈ Zu, let
k + x = (a + x, b + x, c + x)-(d + x). (Zu, B) is called cyclic if k + x ∈ B for every k ∈ B and every x ∈ Zu. Let
(k) = {k + x : x ∈ Zu}, (k) is called the orbit generated by k and k is called a base block of k.
To solve the Doyen–Wilson problem for kite systems we use the difference method (see [10,9]). Let Du denote the
following set with elements from Zu:
Du =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
{
d : 1d u
2
}
if u is even,{
d : 1d u − 1
2
}
if u is odd.
The elements of Du are called differences of Zu. For any d ∈ Du, if d = u/2, then we can form a single 2-factor
{{i, i + d} : i ∈ Zu}, if u is even and d = u/2, then we can form a 1-factor {{i, i + u/2} : 0 iu/2 − 1}. It is also
worth remarking that 2-factors obtained from distinct differences are disjoint from each other and from the 1-factor.
Let R = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞r}, R ∩ Zu = ∅. Denote by 〈Zu ∪ R, {d1, d2, . . . , dt }〉 the graph G with vertex set
V (G) = Zu ∪ R and edge set E(G) = {{x, y} : x − y = di or −di , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}} ∪ {{∞, j} : ∞ ∈ R, j ∈ Zu}.
From here on suppose u ≡ 0, 1, or 7 (mod 8).
Lemma 2.1. Let d ∈ Du\{u/2}, the graph 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3}, {d}〉 can be decomposed into kites.
Proof. The subgraph 〈Zu, {d}〉 can be decomposed into u/r disjoint r-cycles, where r =u/ gcd(u, d). Let (x0, x1, . . . ,
xr−1) be such a cycle. Consider the following kites with the sums modulo r.
If r is odd:
(∞1, x2i , x2i+1)-∞3, 0 i r − 32 ;
(∞2, x2i+1, x2i+2)-∞3, 0 i r − 52 ;
(xr−2, xr−1,∞2)-x0; (∞3, x0, xr−1)-∞1.
If r is even:
(∞1, x2i , x2i+1)-∞3, (∞2, x2i+1, x2i+2)-∞3, 0 i r − 22 . 
Lemma 2.2. Let d1, d2, d3 ∈ Du\{u/2} such that d3 = d2 − d1. Then the graph 〈Zu ∪ {∞}, {d1, d2, d3}〉 can be
decomposed into kites.
Proof. Consider the kites (i + d1, i + d2, i)-∞, i ∈ Zu. 
Lemma 2.3. Let u be even. For any difference d ∈ Du\{u/2} such that the integer r = u/ gcd(u, d) is even, the graph
〈Zu ∪ {∞}, {d}〉 can be decomposed into kites.
Proof. The subgraph 〈Zu, {d}〉 can be decomposed into u/r cycles of length r. For each cycle (x0, x1, . . . , xr−1)
consider the kites (∞, x2i , x2i+1)-x2i+2, 0 ir/2 − 1, where the sums are modulo r. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let u be even. The graph 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into kites.
Proof. Consider the kites: (∞1, 1 + 2i, 2i)-(u/2 + 2i) and (∞2, 2 + 2i, 1 + 2i)-(u/2 + 1 + 2i), for 0 iu/4 − 1;
(4i, 1 + 4i,∞1)-(3 + 4i) and (∞2, 4 + 4i, 3 + 4i)-(2 + 4i), and (∞2, 1 + 4i, 2 + 4i)-∞1 for u/8 iu/4 − 1. 
Lemma 2.5. Let u be even. The graph 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into kites.
Proof. Consider the kites: (1 + 2i, u/2 + 1 + 2i,∞1)-2i and (∞2, 1 + 2i, 2i)-(u/2 + 2i), for 0 iu/4 − 1;
(∞2, u/2+1+4i, u/2+4i)-∞1, (∞3, u/2+1+4i, u/2+2+4i)-∞1, (∞2, u/2+2+4i, u/2+3+4i)-(u/2+4+4i),
(1 + 4i, 2 + 4i,∞3)-(u/2 + 3 + 4i), and (3 + 4i, 4 + 4i,∞3)-(u/2 + 4 + 4i) for 0 iu/8 − 1. 
Lemma 2.6. Let u be even. The graph 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2}〉 can be decomposed into kites.
Proof. The subgraph 〈Zu, {2}〉 can be decomposed into two cycles of length u/2, (a0, b0, a1, b1, . . . , au/4−1, bu/4−1)
and (c0, c1, . . . , cu/2−1). Consider the following kites:
• (ai, bi,∞1)-cu/4+i and (ai+1, bi , ∞2)-ci , 0 iu/4 − 1, where au/4 = a0;
• (∞1, c2i , c1+2i )-c2+2i , 0 iu/8 − 1, and (∞2, c2i , c1+2i )-c2+2i , u/8 iu/4 − 1, where the sums are modulo
u/2. 
Lemma 2.7. Let u be odd. The graph 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉 can be decomposed into kites.
Proof. Consider the kites: (∞1, 4i, 2 + 4i) − (4 + 4i), for 0 i(u − 5)/2; (∞2, 8i, 4 + 8i) − (8 + 8i), for
0 i(u − 3)/2; (2u − 6, 2u − 4,∞1) − (2u − 2), and (0, u − 2, u − 4) − ∞2. 
Lemma 2.8. Let u and s be integers such that u> 8s. Then there exists a cyclic partial kite system of order u, whose
base blocks contains every difference d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 4s} exactly once.
Proof. It is a simple matter to check that the orbits of the following s kites:
(4s, 2s + 1, 0) − 2s,
(4s − 1, 2s + 2, 0) − (2s − 2),
(4s − 2, 2s + 3, 0) − (2s − 4),
...
(3s + 2, 3s − 1, 0) − 4,
(3s + 1, 3s, 0) − 2,
deﬁne the kites in a cyclic partial kite system (Zu, B). 
3. Main results
Let (X,K) be a kite system of order n and m ≡ 0, 1 (mod 8), m>n, and u = m − n (obviously, u ≡ 0, 1, or
7 (mod 8)).
Lemma 3.1. If (X,K) is embedded in a kite system of order m, then m 53n + 1.
Proof. Suppose (X,K) embedded in (X′,K ′), with |X′| = m. Let ci be the number of kites each of which contains
exactly i edges in X′\X. Then c1 + 2c2 + 3c3 + 4c4 =
(
u
2
)
and 3c1 + 2c2 + c3 = u · n from which it follows that
c2 + 2c3 + 3c4 = u(3u − 2n − 3)/8. This gives u 23n + 1 and so m 53n + 1. 
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By the above lemma, we have:
1. if n = 24k, then m40k + 1;
2. if n = 24k + 1, then m40k + 8;
3. if n = 24k + 8, then m40k + 16;
4. if n = 24k + 9, then m40k + 16;
5. if n = 24k + 16, then m40k + 32;
6. if n = 24k + 17, then m40k + 32.
Proposition 3.1. Any kite system (X,K) of order 24k, k > 0, can be embedded in a kite system of order m, for every
admissible m40k + 1.
Proof. Let X = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞24k} and m = 40k + 1 + h, with h0, and so u = 16k + 1 + h.
Case 1: m ≡ 0 (mod 8). It is easy to see that h ≡ 7 (mod 8). Set s= (h+1)/8. Since u is even, |Du|=u/2=8k+4s.
Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of
order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1} (note that u/2 /∈D). Handle
the remaining 8k + 4 differences, Du\D = {1, 2, 3s, 3s + 1} ∪ {4s + 1, 4s + 2, . . . , 8k + 4s}, as follows. By Lemma
2.4 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites; while by Lemma 2.3 obtain four
collections K3, K4, K5, and K6 of kites from the differences 2, 4s + 1, 4s + 3, and 4s + 5 and the points ∞3, ∞4, ∞5,
and ∞6, respectively. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K7 of kites from the remaining 8k−2 differences
and 24k − 6 inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃7
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a
subsystem.
Case 2: m ≡ 1 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 0 (mod 8). Set s=h/8. Since u is odd, |Du|= (u−1)/2=8k+4s. Consider
the base blocks of Lemma 2.8. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions
〈Zu,D〉, where D = {1, 2, . . . , 4s}. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K ′1 of kites from the remaining 8k
differences and 24k points of X. Then (X ∪ Zu,K ∪ K1 ∪ K ′1) is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a
subsystem. 
Proposition 3.2. Any kite system (X,K) of order 24k + 1, k > 0, can be embedded in a kite system of order m, for
every admissible m40k + 8.
Proof. Let X = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞24k+1} and m = 40k + 8 + h, with h0, and so u = 16k + 7 + h.
Case 1: m ≡ 0 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 0 (mod 8). Set s = (h + 8)/8. Since u is odd, |Du| = (u − 1)/2 = 8k +
4s − 1. Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite
system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. By Lemma 2.2
〈Zu ∪ {∞1}, {1, 3s, 3s + 1}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a
collection K3 of kites from the remaining 8k differences and 24k inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃
j=1,2,3Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
Case 2: m ≡ 1 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 1 (mod 8). Set s = (h + 7)/8. Since u is even, |Du| = u/2 = 8k + 4s.
Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system
of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. By Lemma 2.4 〈Zu ∪
{∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites; while by Lemma 2.3 obtain three collections
K3, K4, and K5 of kites from the differences 4s + 1, 4s + 3, and 4s + 5 and the points ∞3, ∞4, and ∞5, respectively.
By Lemma 2.6 〈Zu ∪ {∞6,∞7}, {2}〉 can be decomposed into the collection K6 of kites. Finally, by using Lemma
2.1 we may form a collection K7 of kites from the remaining 8k − 2 differences and 24k − 6 inﬁnite points. Then(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃7
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a subsystem. 
Proposition 3.3. Any kite system (X,K) of order 24k + 8 can be embedded in a kite system of order m, for every
admissible m40k + 16.
Proof. Let X = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞24k+8} and m = 40k + 16 + h, with h0, and so u = 16k + 8 + h.
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Case 1: m ≡ 0 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 0 (mod 8).
If k = 0 and h = 0, then n = 8, m = 16 and Du = {1, 2, 3, 4}. By Lemma 2.4 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉 can be
decomposed into a collection of kites and by Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection of kites from the remaining two
differences and six inﬁnite points. The result is a kite system of order 16 which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
If k = 0 and h8, then n = 8 and m = 16 + h. Set s = h/8 and so |Du| = u/2 = 4s + 4. Consider the base blocks
of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1),
which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D={3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s +1}. Now let K2 ={(4s +1, 4s +3, 0)− (4s +2)} and by
Lemma 2.4 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K3 of kites. By Lemma 2.1 we may form
a collection K4 of kites from the differences 3s and 3s + 1 and six inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃4
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order 16 + h which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
If k1, set s= (h+8)/8 and so, since u is even, |Du|=u/2=8k+4s > 4s. Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8,
with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions
〈Zu,D〉, where D ={3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. By Lemma 2.4 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into a
collection K2 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K3 of kites from the remaining 8k+2 differences
and 24k + 6 inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃
j=1,2,3Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as
a subsystem.
Case 2: m ≡ 1 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 1 (mod 8).
If k = 0, then n = 8, m = 16 + h, and u = 8 + h. Set s = (h + 7)/81 and so |Du| = (u − 1)/2 = 4s. If s = 1, then
Du = {1, 2, 3, 4}; by Lemma 2.7 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉 can be decomposed into a collection of kites and by Lemma
2.1 we may form a collection of kites from the remaining two differences and six inﬁnite points. The result is a kite
system of order 16+h which contains (X,K) as a subsystem. If s2, consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the
exception of the last two. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉,
where D = {5, 6, . . . , 4s}\{3s − 1, 3s, 3s + 1, 3s + 2}. Now let K2 = {(3s − 1, 3s, 0) − (3s + 1)}; by Lemma 2.7
〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K3 of kites; by Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K4
of kites from the remaining two differences and six inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃4
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system
of order 16 + h which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
If k1, set s=(h+15)/8. Since u is odd, |Du|=(u−1)/2=8k+4s−4. Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with
the exception of the last two. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉,
where D = {5, 6, . . . , 4s}\{3s − 1, 3s, 3s + 1, 3s + 2}. By Lemma 2.7 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉 can be decomposed
into a collection K2 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K3 of kites from the remaining 8k + 2
differences and 24k+6 inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃
j=1,2,3Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains
(X,K) as a subsystem. 
Proposition 3.4. Any kite system (X,K) of order 24k + 9 can be embedded in a kite system of order m, for every
admissible m40k + 16.
Proof. Let X = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞24k+9} and m = 40k + 16 + h, with h0, and so u = 16k + 7 + h.
Case 1: m ≡ 0 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 0 (mod 8). Set s = h/8. Since u is odd, |Du| = (u − 1)/2 = 8k + 4s + 3.
Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which
partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {1, 2, . . . , 4s}. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K ′1 of kites from the
remaining 8k + 3 differences with the 24k + 9 points of X. Then (X ∪ Zu,K ∪ K1 ∪ K ′1) is a kite system of order m
which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
Case 2: m ≡ 1 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 1 (mod 8).
If k = 0, then n = 9, m = 16 + h, and u = 7 + h. If h = 1, then Du = {1, 2, 3, 4}. By Lemma 2.5 〈Zu ∪
{∞1,∞2,∞3}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K1 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form
a collection K2 of kites from the remaining two differences and six inﬁnite points. Then (X ∪ Zu,K1 ∪ K2) is a
kite system of order 16 + h which contains (X,K) as a subsystem. If h9, then set s = (h − 1)/81 and so
|Du| = u/2 = 4s + 4. Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic
partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. Now
let K2 = {(4s + 1, 4s + 3, 0) − (4s + 2)} and by Lemma 2.5 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3}, {1, u/2}〉 can be decomposed
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into a collection K3 of kites. By Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K4 of kites from the differences 3s and 3s + 1
and six inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃4
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order 16 + h which contains (X,K) as a
subsystem.
If k1, then set s = (h + 7)/8. Since u is even, |Du| = u/2 = 8k + 4s. Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8,
with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions
〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. By Lemma 2.5 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3}, {u/2, 1}〉 can be decomposed
into a collection K2 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K3 of kites from the remaining 8k + 2
differences and 24k+6 inﬁnite points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃
j=1,2,3Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains
(X,K) as a subsystem. 
Proposition 3.5. Any kite system (X,K) of order 24k + 16 can be embedded in a kite system of order m, for every
admissible m40k + 32.
Proof. Let X = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞24k+16} and m = 40k + 32 + h, with h0, and so u = 16k + 16 + h.
Case 1: m ≡ 0 (mod 8). It is easy to see that h ≡ 0 (mod 8). Set s = (h + 8)/8. Since u is even, |Du| = u/2 =
8k + 4s + 4. Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial
kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. By Lemma
2.4 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {u/2, 1}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites; while by Lemma 2.3 obtain two
collections K3, K4, of kites from the differences 2 and 4s + 1, and the points ∞3, ∞4, respectively. By using Lemma
2.1 we may form a collection K5 of kites from the remaining 8k + 4 differences and 24k + 12 inﬁnite points. Then(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃5
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
Case 2: m ≡ 1 (mod 8). In this case h ≡ 1 (mod 8). Set s= (h+7)/8. Since u is odd, |Du|= (u−1)/2=8k+4s+4.
Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system
of order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s + 1}. By Lemma 2.2 〈Zu ∪
{∞1}, {1, 3s, 3s +1}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection
K3 of kites from the remaining 8k + 5 differences and 24k + 15 points of X. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃
j=1,2,3Kj
))
is a
kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a subsystem. 
Proposition 3.6. Any kite system (X,K) of order 24k + 17 can be embedded in a kite system of order m, for every
admissible m40k + 32.
Proof. Let X = {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞24k+17} and m = 40k + 32 + h, with h0, and so u = 16k + 15 + h.
Case 1: m ≡ 0 (mod 8). It is easy to see that h ≡ 0 (mod 8).
If k = 0 and h = 0, then n = 17, m = 32, and Du = {1, 2, . . . , 7}. By Lemma 2.7 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉 can be
decomposed into a collection of kites and by Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection of kites from the remaining ﬁve
differences and 15 inﬁnite points. The result is a kite system of order 32 which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
If k = 0 and h8, then n= 17, m= 32+h, and u= 15+h. Set s = (h+ 8)/82 and so |Du|= (u− 1)/2= 4s + 3.
Consider the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last two. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of
order u, say (Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {5, 6, . . . , 4s}\{3s − 1, 3s, 3s + 1, 3s + 2}. By Lemma
2.7 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉 can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites. Now let K3 ={(3s + 2, 3s + 1, 0)− 3}
and by Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K4 of kites from the remaining ﬁve differences and 15 inﬁnite points.
Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃4
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order 32 + h which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
If k1, then set s = (h + 16)/8. Since u is odd, |Du| = (u − 1)/2 = 8k + 4s − 1. Consider the base blocks of
Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last two. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say (Zu,K1), which
partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D = {5, 6, . . . , 4s}\{3s − 1, 3s, 3s + 1, 3s + 2}. By Lemma 2.7 〈Zu ∪ {∞1,∞2}, {2, 4}〉
can be decomposed into a collection K2 of kites. By using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K3 of kites from the
remaining 8k + 5 differences and 24k + 15 points of X. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃
j=1,2,3Kj
))
is a kite system of order
m which contains (X,K) as a subsystem.
Case2:m ≡ 1 (mod 8). In this caseh ≡ 1 (mod 8). Set s=(h+7)/8. Sinceu is even, |Du|=u/2=8k+4s+4.Consider
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the base blocks of Lemma 2.8, with the exception of the last one. The result is a cyclic partial kite system of order u, say
(Zu,K1), which partitions 〈Zu,D〉, where D={3, 4, . . . , 4s}\{3s, 3s +1}. By Lemma 2.4 〈Zu ∪{∞1,∞2}, {1, u/2}〉
can be decomposed into a collectionK2 of kites; while by Lemma 2.3 obtain a collectionK3 of kites from the difference
4s + 1 and the point ∞3. By Lemma 2.6 〈Zu ∪ {∞4,∞5}, {2}〉 can be decomposed into the collection K4. Finally, by
using Lemma 2.1 we may form a collection K5 of kites from the remaining 8k + 4 differences and 24k + 12 inﬁnite
points. Then
(
X ∪ Zu,K ∪
(⋃5
j=1Kj
))
is a kite system of order m which contains (X,K) as a subsystem. 
Combining Lemma 3.1 and Propositions 3.1–3.6 gives our main theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Any kite system of order n can be embedded in a kite system of order m if and only if m5n/3 + 1 or
m = n.
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